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PriorforNormalDistribution

Xjr Nlr T

1 Dowe want a prior on 0
If no givean estimatefor thisusingstandard
deviation of data
Ey yes see left

Standard choices

a UnNCMo Jo
MoandJo are fixed
ValuescanuseempiricalBayes orgridsearchorchoosea valuewmotivati
EB Mo I
To fc ixT SampleStandardDeviation

b oh Xh
T UCO Maxval

GammadistributionExponential



Beta Binomial Model
reixed

Data Xj Binomial nip
µ Oftencitedfor rateproblems

Modeling Klick thru conversion etc
count

P N BetaCd f
IE1103 Ip Var p dip

catf 2kt ti

EB approach first estimate I and82
fromdata

T T2
Xi Xn

solve above byplugging inIEE103 In Var P
g

The betadistribution isused to model data that lies
between Oand L Its Pdf can have manyshapes
dependson Qp when a p I the Betacap is a UnifCO l



Rate Questions Bernoulli vsBinomial
In thecontext of individuals clicking on an ad
UseBernoullilpl if theindividual onlyseesthis ad
oncecoreinteraction
Use Binomial np if thereare in interaction w the add

Binomial alwayswork because its a generalisation ofBernoulli

Binomial vs Poisson
Both for counts
BinCnp has n asmaximum
PoX has no known maximum

Meancounts EIBin np np
IE POCH X



Major uses applications of

Bayesingolay
Bayesian hypothesis testing
Resultsgiveprobability of eachhypothesis
being truegiventhe data
Moreeasily interpreted thanPValues

Classification

Bayesian classifiers

NaiveBayes
Discriminantanalysis

Topic analysis
Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Aim Identity topics for a corporaof documentsand calculate probability for each topic

BayesianNetworks AKA DirectedAcyclictGraphs DAGS

Idea we have n dataobjectsactors documentsepigeresetc
where some objects are thought to calve or
heavily influence others

Medel probabilistic causalmodel wherewe construct a graph
sothat edges from node A 7B implies A cauted B



Example Data A B CD

ace
top

edgesareweightedaccording to
degree of causality

In DAGS therearetwomainobjectives
1 from multivariatedataestimate theDAGIcausal graph
This relies upon techniges liteGaussiangraphicalmodelsetc
2 Once we have DAG calculate joint Probabilitiesusing
conditioning techniques bared on edges in thegraph


